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Laser Lights Way in Pain Relief
by Helena Ho
Ann Liebert is not just your
neighbourhood physio. She is at the
forefront of a treatment regime, one
that has only recently been accepted by
the medical profession. This treatment
is Low Level Laser Therapy, used
specifically on patients who suffer from
various chronic pain conditions.
“It’s particularly good for chronic
pain that doesn’t respond to other
treatments,” says Ms Liebert, who runs
her own clinic on Hampden Road.
Chronic pain conditions include
whiplash, back pain, migraines
or severe injuries where the body
hasn’t completely healed. Ms Liebert
advocates this treatment particularly
for the elderly, and she also does
at-home treatments catering for that
demographic.
“We’ve had patients up to 105 [years
of age] whom we’ve treated,” she says.
“You can still improve if you have a
musculoskeletal injury, even to the last
decade of life – especially if you can’t
take a lot of drugs or have a lot
of surgery.”
Low level laser treatment is a safe
and easy process, is up to 15 minutes
a session and takes as little as five to
seven treatments, depending on the
severity of pain. It is non-invasive, has
no risk of infection.
Ms Liebert has been practising laser
treatment for the past 23 years. She
knows exactly the right amount of laser
to prescribe, each dosage measured in
joules, and varying depending on the
condition.
“The trouble with laser in the past
is that people didn’t understand the
dosages, and hadn’t done enough
studies,” she says.
“But when they stick to the World
Association of Laser Therapists
(WALT) guideline doses, 80% of

Ms Ann Liebert during her recent visit to
Bergen, Norway, to study optimal therapeutic
use of the low level laser treatment.

those trials have been positive.”
For discrete injuries, laser serves
as an efficient form of therapy in the
medium term. In 2009, an article in
one of the world’s leading medical
journals, The Lancet, stated that after
participating in laser therapy, 80%
of people with neck pain showed
improvements.
“There’s a solid medical argument
for low level laser therapy, and it’s been
increasing over the last ten years,” says
Ms Liebert.
For those who doubt this form of
treatment, Ms Liebert recommends
that they look at the full breadth of
medicine.
“There is a very good evidence base
for it, especially in medical articles
such as [in] The Lancet and [by] the
WALT,” she adds.
“I’ve had a practice for 23 years, so

I see people subsequently and know
what happened with this intervention.”
Low level laser therapy is even
available as at-home packages,
serving as an adjunct treatment to
physiotherapy. They come in much
smaller dosages but are suitable for
smaller areas, such as the hands or feet.
Ms Liebert hopes that this treatment
will be a viable option for those
suffering acute chronic conditions in
the Artarmon community.
“I see myself as being proactive,” she
says. “I would like to treat people in the
Artarmon community with the quickest
and best treatment available.”
Ms Liebert is conducting a doctoral
research program on laser therapy,
at the University of Sydney. She will
present her research at the North
American Association For Light
Therapy Conference next month in
Washington D.C.
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Editorial
Welcome to our Health and Wellbeing issue of the Artarmon
Gazette!
Health is an issue that is universal and timeless, but it
seems especially relevant in recent months. Right now, the
World Health Organisation is battling a devastating Ebola
outbreak in West Africa, with no end in sight. Women all
over the United States are fighting for their reproductive
rights. Australians are taking to the streets to protest the
2014 budget’s proposed changes to Medicare.
The Gazette itself has not been spared this time around; several regular
contributors are overcoming surgery, nursing struck-down families back to health
or trying to fit their writing in between visits to the hospital. It is a tribute to their
commitment to our community that we are able to bring you an issue brimming
at the edges with their words. The health battles of both contributors and potential
interviewees mean that two of our regular features – the APS page by Jane
Rowley and the gardening column by Mollie Shelley – are sadly absent this issue.
We look forward to them coming back on board in December.
This issue celebrates many of those who are instrumental to our community’s
health. Dr Ann Liebert is taking her ground-breaking work with Laser therapy to
conferences around the world, work that for decades has relieved the pain of local
residents. Dr Jeffrey Hinde of Artarmon Dentists is retiring after an impressive
41 years on Hampden Road. Alethea Morison celebrates the variety of cycling
and walking opportunities available in the area, crucial for many residents to stay
active and maintain overall wellbeing.
But the health of a community is not measured merely by its members’ physical
wellbeing. Community groups such as the APA, Artarmon Village and the
Willoughby Area Action Group (WAAG) continue to work tirelessly to ensure a
positive outlook for Artarmon’s future. Within these pages you will find updates
on many of their endeavours, including the ongoing fight surrounding the Channel
9 development, the discussions surrounding Transport for NSW’s less-than-ideal
station access proposal and the exciting background to the newly revived Night
Markets.
I would like to thank all those members of the community who sent in emails
in response to our last issue. Community engagement is crucial for us to be able
to bring you content that is interesting and relevant to your needs. If you have
any ideas for future articles, a comment on one of our previous editions, or just a
general comment on an issue of importance to the Artarmon community, I would
love for you to get in touch!
– Hanna Schenkel, Editor
hannaschenkel@gmail.com

Letters to the Editor
We welcome reader contributions to the Artarmon Gazette by way of letters to the Editor or articles
of interest. If you wish to contribute to the Artarmon Gazette email hannaschenkel@gmail.com

More letters responding directly to our previous Artarmon Village feature can be
found on the Artarmon Village page, (pp8/9).
Opal card fares
In reading the brochures on the new Opal card it mentions travel between
Chatswood-Wynyard ($3.30, up to 10km) and Chatswood-Town Hall ($4.10,
10-20km) and St Leonards-Central ($3.30, up to 10km) but it got me to wondering just how far it is from Artarmon to Town Hall as my current ticket is more to
Town Hall than Wynyard.
Well it is 8.29 km to Wynyard and 11.5 km to Central and also 11.5 to Town
Hall (and all other City Circle stations).
In actual fact, it is about 900 metres from Wynyard station to Town Hall station
so actual distance to Town Hall is around 9.2 km.
Since according to the Opal website, “Opal fares are based on the distance
travelled by the customer, from where they tap on to where they tap off”, I look
forward to seeing the cost of travel drop to $3.30 under the Opal ticket.
Robert Newman

A Note from the President
Welcome to the
Spring Health
and Wellbeing
edition of the
Artarmon
Gazette. Just
when we
thought things
had quietened
down on the
development front in Artarmon, we
have been presented with Transport for
NSW’s (TfNSW) wholly inappropriate
solution to lift access to the station.
We have also found out that Channel
9 is appealing the PAC decision so the
fight continues on that front as well.
On the more positive side, the
Artarmon Village organisation
is pushing ahead in formulating
its priorities and structure. The
Artarmon Village, in conjunction
with the APA, is hosting the return
of the Night Markets to Wilkes
Avenue on 12 September. This time
they are extending it to the Hampden
Road Village Green to provide more
space and variety. I hope many
of you make the time to enjoy the
entertainment, stalls and food on the
night. Unfortunately, by the time

by Dale McKay

of publication the markets will have
already passed.
Over the last few months we have
held two public meetings. The first
had our local member and Minister
for Transport Gladys Berejiklian talk
on local transport issues, but she was
unable at the time to give any details
on the proposed access improvements
to our station. Shortly after this,
TfNSW released the designs, which
took many people by surprise due to
their size and bulk. We certainly had
been anticipating a more sympathetic
solution.
Our expectation was that access
would have been integrated into the
subway, where it would be of most
use to the whole community and be
the least intrusive. This was not to
be, so another public meeting was
held, which was well attended and
gave the opportunity for TfNSW to
explain their rationalisation and why
the subway based solution was not
appropriate. I think universally all
those that attended were extremely
disappointed that generally they
had limited answers and the overall
response was “to write a submission”.
The APA has done this and it is

available on our website.
I would like to thank both Peter
Egan and Keith Anderson in helping
put this extremely comprehensive
submission together. So we now
wait and see how TfNSW responds.
Unfortunately TfNSW is more or less
able to do what they like on this site
and Council has very little influence,
the only way is public pressure on
TfNSW and the Transport Minister,
and I implore anyone interested in this
matter to write to them.
Lastly, I have received confirmation
that Mayor Gail Giles-Gidney has
accepted the APA’s invitation to attend
and speak at our Public Information
Meeting and Annual General Meeting
on Wednesday 29 October. Please
mark your calendar and come along to
the community hall at 139 Artarmon
Road at 8pm.
Well, this is our Spring Health and
Fitness issue so I wish you all the best
in health and hope you are able to get
out and use the facilities Artarmon
has to offer, including our cycle ways,
parks and walking trails.
* If you would like to contact me,
email me on:
pres@artarmonprogess.org.au

Channel 9 Update by Bob Taffel
Channel 9 has lodged an appeal
with the Land and Environment
(L&E) Court. There has been a court
attendance for directions, at which
the date of 23 September was set for
a mandatory conciliation conference
between Channel 9 and the Planning
Assessment Commission (PAC). At
this meeting, Willoughby City Council
(WCC) will be able to be heard as
it was given permission to appear
alongside the PAC in defence of the
PAC decision to reject the Channel
9 concept for 450 apartments and up
to twelve storeys in height. The PAC

only allowed 350 apartments with a
maximum building height of eight
storeys. Channel 9 is appealing the
PAC decision in order to be allowed
450 apartments and for the removal of
the eight-storey height limit.
Willoughby Area Action Group
(WAAG) has been in touch with
the court and with the PAC and has
established that the NSW Government,
through the legal section of the
Department of Planning, is taking a
rigorous stance in the defence of the
PAC decision. WCC is also briefing
counsel and an independent consultant

to represent its interests in the appeal.
Council is maintaining its previously
stated position that Channel 9’s
concept plan was too big and too high
and that it viewed favourably the PAC
decision.
Within the next fortnight the
L&E Court will issue details for the
conciliation conference, where it will
be held and who will be permitted
to attend. If there is no agreement
reached between the parties at the
meeting then the matter will proceed
to a hearing and determination by the
court.

3 Easy Steps to ARTARMON PROGRESS ASSOCIATION Membership & Renewal
1

Choose membership type and period:
1 year : single – $10 family – $20

3 year :

single – $25

family – $50

2. Using a mobile App or internet banking, pay chosen amount to:
BSB: 062-104
A/C: 00900037
A/C Name: APA
Enter your surname at ‘reference’
3. Email : membership@artarmonprogress.org.au with:
Full name(s) / address / phone number(s) and whether you want to receive APA news and event emails. (Our reply email will show the
dates of the membership period and your membership number.)
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Cameron Avenue or Stempoyan Avenue?
by Adrian Alexander
Perhaps Cameron Avenue should have
been named Stempoyan Avenue. Little
is known about the early settlers of
Artarmon, but one person stands out.
Sperodon (Spero) Stempoyan, a
Greek national, arrived in Australia in
1865, aged 29. He bought the five acres
of land in 1866 that later became the
McKinley Estate and Cameron Avenue.
When Spero became a British subject
in 1870 he was the sixth Greek to do
so in New South Wales. To be a legal
owner of land at that time you were
required to be a British subject and to
be naturalised you had to have lived in
Australia for five years.
In December 1875 The Sydney
Morning Herald reported Spero
having ‘left a fire which he had
lighted at North Willoughby, without
extinguishing it….when it spread
a little and was near doing a great
deal of damage’.
In court, Spero pleaded guilty, not
knowing his actions breached the law.
After reprimand, he was informed
he could be liable for a £50 fine or
imprisonment for three months with
hard labour, but as he was ignorant of
the law was only fined £1.
Spero died intestate in June 1900.
He had married Elizabeth Ebert in
February 1870, but the marriage did not
last, as Elizabeth stated in 1900 ‘I have
been living apart from the deceased
for 30 years’.

Spero was a fruit grower
and gardener. Prior to his
death, he lived in a tworoomed wooden shack with
a shingle roof. He also
had a shed, fowl house, 20
head of poultry and a dog.
About four and a half acres
were cleared, with three
acres under cultivation as
an orchard. The property
was in a neglected state.
Spero appears to have
been from a wealthy
background, as among
his possessions were a
gold collar stud set with
diamonds, 19 collars, six
white shirts, nine neck ties
and a silver watch.
A Greek friend, John,
visited him every Sunday.
Spero walked to church,
while John looked after
the property, making sure
nothing was stolen. He
apparently also asked John
to bring him gold coins
which he swapped for
poster for the McKinley Estate that originally formed
silver coins. The gold coins Advertising
Spero’s landholding./Courtesy National LIbrary Australia
were buried in the garden.
The Benefactors Board in the
The estimated value of the
Vanderfield
Building at the Royal
five acre property in 1900 was £350. It
North
Shore
Hospital lists Elizabeth
was sold, subdivided and became the
Stempoyan as donating £95/2/9 in
McKinley Estate (Cameron Avenue),
sales commencing in 1905.
early 1900’s.

Optometrist
•
•
•
•

See your local Independent Optometrist
Eye examinations for adults and children
Appointments claimable on Medicare
New frame ranges including Chloe, William Morris,
Francois Pinton, Prodesign and more
• Optometrist/Owner Richard Thompson (B.Optom Hons, M.Optom UNSW)
with over 20 years of experience

122 Hampden Rd Artarmon, NSW 2064
p: 9412 3757 e: info@artarmonvision.com.au

www.artarmonvision.com.au

Support our business to keep the ARTARMON VILLAGE vibrant!
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Artarmon Station Accessibility Upgrade
by Barry Thompson

Transport Minister Gladys Berejiklian
addressed a well-attended gathering
at the Artarmon Bowling Club on
Wednesday 7 July. We heard a lot
about improvements to the transport
system including the rollout of the
Opal card. She was questioned about
the plans for Artarmon station but we
were asked to wait for the imminent
release of the Review of Environmental
Factors (REF) by Transport for NSW
(TfNSW).
That report’s release raised as many
questions as it answered, so that APA
proposed another meeting at which
the TfNSW officials could explain
their plans and receive feedback from
the community. That meeting was
held in Artarmon Community Hall on
Wednesday 6 August.
The proposal involved reuse of a two
lift plus bridge arrangement previously
installed temporarily at Turramurra
station to provide access to the platform
from Hampden Road. While it was
agreed that the community generally
supports improved accessibility for our
railway station, a number of matters
of concern were raised by the 50+
attendees (including Councillors and
senior Council officers):
1. Difficulty for impaired east-side
residents to reach the lift, situated
on the west side opposite Broughton
Road, either by foot, motorised
chair or by car;
2. Inadequate consideration of options
to the preferred solution in the REF

(and previously canvassed by APA
and WCC);
3. Failure to provide an outcome
in keeping with the context and
heritage status of the station and its
surroundings;
4. Inability to assure that the
proposal will be consistent with
local developments likely with
implementation of the North-West
Rail Link (NWRL).
The meeting was assured that
comments made in response to the
REF would be considered prior to
finalisation of the design. The public
exhibition period was due to end on
Monday 11 August, but we were told
there would be a grace period following
our meeting. Willoughby Council also
confirmed that they were submitting a
response.
During two hours of spirited
discourse, the proponents declared that
they had met their brief with a proposal
that paid attention to minimising
disruption to the rail service, allowed
fast and simple installation while
minimising cost. The community
sentiment was that such considerations
might result in a blight on the area
lasting for the 100 year design life-span
of the facility.
A resolution passed with a strong
majority summed up the sentiment:
This meeting rejects the current design
for lift access to Artarmon Station and
requests Transport for NSW to address
access to the station from the eastern
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side before the design of lift access is
finalised.
In subsequent days, APA members
refined and submitted concepts for
a single lift option accessible from
both east and west. A similar design
was used for Springwood in the Blue
Mountains in a context not unlike the
architecture of our station. Many thanks
to Peter Egan and Keith Anderson for
their contributions.

A bit of history
by Peter Egan
The APA research (media reports of
the day) says the Artarmon Station
building is the result of the 1916
(wartime) disassembly of the Old
Glenbrook Railway Station (lower
Blue Mountains) and its reassembly
at Artarmon. Old Glenbrook was
bypassed in 1913 for a track alignment
with an easier grade. The Great Western
Highway took the alignment. It appears
the station building was erected at
Glenbrook between 1894 and 1905 –
the exact date requires further research.
Artarmon Station lacks a heritage
assessment. This could be a result of
confusion arising from the building’s
transfer from Glenbrook. A heritage
assessment is needed before works
take place at the station. The Blue
Mountains stations are heritage
classified, yet Artarmon Station will
have higher heritage values due to its
age, design and history.
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Artarmon Musculoskeletal
& Laser Physiotherapy

celebrating 25 years of Practice in Artarmon
Physiotherapists and Low Level Laser Specialists
Low level lasers are increasingly recognised
for relief of trauma pain,
to improve recovery rates from strains and lesions,
and to relieve chronic pain, including arthritic pain.
Artarmon Musculoskeletal & Laser Physiotherapy
has been owned by Ann Liebert for the past 25 years.
Her team of physiotherapists focuses on providing quality individual
assessments and treatments specific to the condition of clients.
Treatments include:

•
•

•

Low-level laser
Electrotherapy
• Ultra-sound
• Manual therapy
• Manipulation
• Traction
Core stability exercises

Ann’s work, research and collaboration has been recognised
internationally and she has presented at conferences in
China and the USA during 2014. Her long term experience
with the various types of lasers sees her practice in the
forefront of their expanded use.
The artwork for this advertisement is part of an artist’s impression of an award-winning photograph
of the cellular mechanisms involved in the response of neurons to laser irradiation.

Artarmon Musculoskeletal & Laser Physiotherapy

Suite 6 • 110 Hampden Road • Artarmon PH: 9419 3404 FAX: 9419 2800
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Artarmon Dentist Retires After 41 Years Service
by Hanna Schenkel
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Dr Hinde with Jeremy, one of his long-standing
local patients/Jeffrey Hinde
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It’s not often that the impending
retirement of a dentist could send a
family into crisis. And yet this is what
Daniel from Salvage café in Wilkes
Avenue jokingly says when Jeffrey
pays for our coffees. Jeffrey has been
Dan’s dentist all his life, for 33 years,
and looked after his mother’s teeth long
before Dan was born.
‘He’s like one of those constants in
life you never expect to change,’ Dan
says, ‘and then suddenly they do and
you have to deal with it.’
Dr Jeffrey Hinde of Artarmon
Dentists has been a constant in the
lives of hundreds, if not thousands, of
Artarmon residents since he opened
his doors on April Fools’ Day in 1973.
Unlike many other dentists nowadays,
who build up their practice only to sell
it off for a healthy profit, Jeffrey has
remained in Artarmon for 41 years,
enjoying the benefits the continuity
of family dentistry can bring.
Staying put has allowed Jeffrey
not only to build lasting relationships
with many of his clients, but also gave
him the opportunity to participate in
in-house dental research and trials.
Throughout his career he saw many
significant changes in dentistry, from
gold foil restorations to the evolution
of chemically cured restorative
materials, to light-cured materials,
initially UV, then halogen bulbs with
blue filters, and finally the portable
LED’s most prevalent in dental
surgeries today.
But, far from being satisfied with
merely watching changes from the
sidelines, Jeffrey also worked hard
on his own contributions to the
profession. Most notably, in 1976, he
designed Odontocom, the world’s first

hobbies, most notably motor racing
and target shooting. His practice has
been sold to Dr Nick Mehta and his
wife Radhika, who will be operating it
jointly. While Jeffrey sympathises with
the distress patients like Dan and his
family are voicing about his retirement,
he is confident his successors
will take good care of them. “The
practice is in good hands. It’s the best
recommendation I can give.”

20

Jeffrey Hinde retires after 41 years of service to
the community/Jeffrey Hinde

computerised multiuser dental patient
management system. After recognising
the need of a computer program that
could be accessed by both the surgery
and the front desk, he created a system
design and pitched it to IBM, only
to be rebuffed. Determined, he tried
again the following year, and was
quoted a staggering $200,000 should
he wish to see his program developed
through them. Instead, Jeffrey decided
to take matters into his own hands,
hired a programmer, and spent months
working late into the night to finish
the revolutionary program while
maintaining his busy surgery during
the day.
This can-do attitude is a trait Jeffrey
has put to good use throughout his
career. Before opening his surgery, he
spent two months personally fitting out
his offices, sourcing all his materials
from local businesses and taking the
opportunity to spread the word about
the new surgery. Before he ever opened
his doors, patients dropped by to make
appointments, thinking the man on the
ladder to be a contractor.
‘When they finally sat in my dental
chair, they had an odd expression on
their face, like, “Don’t I know you from
somewhere?”’ Jeffrey jokes decades
later. ‘Then the penny dropped and
they’d panic for a moment and ask me
if I was real dentist? I’d say “Don’t
worry, I am qualified and I know what
I’m doing.”’
Jeffrey’s driving ambition has always
been to provide affordable, realistic and
transparent treatments for his patients.
He believes in educating patients to
allow them to take charge of their own
oral health. His aim was for his patients
to have the highest dental IQ possible.
It seems Artarmon has been very
fortunate to have him then, as he notes
that overall, he has seen a notably
low number of tooth losses in the
community and believes that most of
his patients recognise the big impact
oral health can have on overall health.
But Jeffrey considers the score more
than even; ‘It’s a two-way street. The
patients have given me a life. They’ve
given me some money in the bank and
food on the table. I’d do it exactly the
same over again. It’s been a wonderful
journey and I’ve helped all these people
along the way.’
Jeffrey will transition into retirement
over the next few months and looks
forward to devoting more time to his
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Roasting locally in
Artarmon since 1999

Bring this for 20% off
18-20 Cleg St, Artarmon
99668488
www.karmee.com
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Main Streets & Markets –
by Christine Kelley
Main streets all around Sydney are
feeling the pinch as shopping malls
and supermarkets make ever greater
inroads into their custom. Recognising
this, “Artarmon Village” is seeking
ways to enhance Artarmon shopping
precinct and build its reputation as
a business-, shopping- and dining
destination. One such avenue is
to re-introduce Night Markets to
Artarmon.
Markets are the original civic
centre, offering a public gathering
place, diversity in social and economic
activity, and engendering a sense of
community and belonging. Markets
offer personal service and, by
encouraging the sale of marginal
products, add variety to what can be
purchased, seen, heard and smelt. In
an age of globalism, it is refreshing to
have personal contact with the person

who makes or sells your goods.
Markets feed money back into the
local economy where products and
services are produced and/or sold.
They ensure customers have contact
with the faces behind the business,
increasing the connection between
small business owners and residents.
For would-be vendors, markets offer
a low risk business opportunity.
As well as increased profits to
business owners, job creation,
enhanced real estate values
and keeping money in the local
neighbourhood, markets stimulate
main street development, and may
even reduce your carbon footprint.
“Artarmon Village” Night Markets
aim to introduce people to their local
businesses in a fun, informal setting
and to enhance community spirit.
Unfortunately, by the time this issue
of the Gazette has been delivered, our
first Night Markets will have already
passed, but there are other ways you

can be involved. You can ensure that
Artarmon main street remains viable
through patronage of our local shops
and community events.
Support our shops and they’ll be
there to support you!
Also look out for the next
“Artarmon Village” Night Market,
which will hopefully be back before
long – take a stall, become a sponsor
or volunteer. Most importantly, join
in and have fun!
LETTERS
TO THE EDITOR
Responding directly to our previous
Artarmon Village feature...
Artarmon Village Atmosphere
I moved from Lane Cove in 2000 to
down-size after my husband died and
Artarmon appealed to me greatly due
to the atmosphere of the village.
However, I’m now having regrets
due to the fact that over these 14 years
the village has been slowly going
downhill. It’s looking unkempt and
unloved. The introduction of a number
of brothels was bad enough & now
with a tattoo parlour being given the
green light, it’s the last straw and I
think we are nearing the bottom of
the barrel.
There is no doubt in my mind that
this kind of enterprise will bring
undesirables into the village...I can
only be grateful that I have no children
who could be affected, I would be
very very concerned for their safety
if I had.
I’m very angry & disappointed in
Willoughby Council for giving the
tattoo parlour the go ahead.
J.K., Artarmon
Seedy Artarmon
I am a local property owner living in
Naremburn and working full-time at
a business in Artarmon.
I have to add my voice to those of
folks who are not happy with the look
and feel of the Artarmon shops on
Hampden Road.
To cut to the very direct point,
Artarmon is seedy, and getting worse.
I would never stop at the cafes or
eateries at the weekends as I find the
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place is very unattractive, grubby and
old-looking and unsafe.
I am affronted by the number of
‘massage parlours’ and obviously some
brothels. When I have to go into the
city at night, and park my car near
the station I am always very nervous
about walking back to my car in the
dark. Naremburn and Crows Nest
are so much safer and more pleasant
environments, particularly for women.
(Even though Crows Nest, too, has
some unsavoury massage places
popping up far too often).
I don’t walk home in the dark due
to the brothels in the industrial part of
Artarmon – Hotham, Cleg etc.
If you really want to encourage folk
to frequent Artarmon more often, then
more action is needed than a face lift
to the awnings!!
Sue H., Naremburn
Unjustified hysteria
It sickens me to see the level of

unjustified hysteria directed at Felicity
Simpson and “Art On Skin”.
Felicity has several tertiary degrees
and her fiancée runs an IT security
firm. They are both delightful, wellmannered and presentable people.
Felicity decided to open her own
tattoo parlour because she had become
so highly regarded as an artist in her
own right.
The “parlour” is actually custom
built rooms and the clientele make
appointments to design and get their
tattoo. There will be no bikies or
drug dealers parked out the front of
the Post Office.
Almost 50% of people under 30
have tattoos and they don’t consider
themselves undesirables.
Felicity and her team are absolutely
mortified that anyone can group them
with low rent massage parlours and
brothels and find it extremely offensive.
Business Owner,
Artarmon

Who are we?
Artarmon Village was established
in December 2013 to facilitate
community and business engagement
in order to revitalise and enhance
the amenity and ambience of the
Artarmon Village shopping precinct
(Hampden Road and Wilkes Avenue)
as a destination – “a place where
people want to visit and shop”.
It is comprised of business people
and landlords of the Artarmon Village
shopping precinct together with
interested residents.
Want to know more?
• Email: artarmonvillage@gmail.com
• Visit us on Facebook at:
https://www.facebook.com/pages/
Artarmon-Village/240778422700305
• For updates on our activities:

At Mind Heart Body Centre we believe in a holistic approach to treating and preventing pain.
Our range of services aims to address factors such as physical, mental... With special interest in Women’s health,
pre and postnatal care, sports exercise rehabilitation and preventative care ...
Physiotherapy
Physiotherapy is a method of
assessing, diagnosing and facilitating
the body’s natural healing abilities.
Our trained physio will find the main
driver of your particular problem,
use a range of manual techniques
including acupuncture and targeted
exercise to treat acute and chronic
musculoskeletal conditions and
return your body to optimal health.

Meditation
Meditation is a means of
transforming the mind, heart and
body. We seek to help you integrate
meditative techniques into your
daily tasks to cultivate more peace,
stability and happiness in your life.

Mind Heart Body Centre

Pilates
Our physio-led Pilates studio
(equipment) and mat-based classes
are designed to improve balance,
core strength, flexibility, posture and
breathing to benefit anyone from elite
athletes to those seeking to enhance
their ability to perform everyday tasks.
It is excellent exercise that can be
especially beneficial during pregnancy
and postnatal recovery.

Suite 3, First floor, 92 Hampden Road, Artarmon NSW 2064
Phone (02) 8068 4696 • Fax (02) 8068 4768 • admin@mindheartbodycentre.com.au

www.mindheartbodycentre.com.au
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Councillors’ feedback...feedback...
Artarmon
Station
Accessibility
Upgrade:
If a more
inappropriate
design could
be found for the heritage station at
Artarmon I would be shocked! Standing
almost four stories high and principally
serving only half the suburb, the
recycled crane-like behemoth that used
to stand at Turramurra looks destined
to be pulled out of storage, dusted off
and whacked into the centre of our
quiet Artarmon village. The public
submissions period has closed, and we
anxiously await to hear from Transport
for NSW the outcome of this process.
I would be surprised however, having
attended the Council briefings and
public information session, if any of the
community concerns are addressed.
With your support, I will continue
to fight for a safe access to transport
proposal that meets the needs of the
whole Artarmon community.
Rates: Council staff have requested
permission to seek community feedback
regarding a proposed rate rise. This is
to help repair stormwater drains and
upgrade roads, footpaths and parkland.
There are four options being proposed:
1. No infrastructure levy – average
residential rate $910 in 2015/16
2. A 5 per cent rate rise in the first year,
then a rate peg of 2.6 per cent for the
next six years – average residential
rate $954 in 2015/16
3. A 4.5 per cent rise in the first year,

Room available in
Professional Clinic
Would suit psychologist, masseuse,
beauty therapist etc.
Natural daylight
Hot water
Own sink
Very convenient
Opposite railway station

Rental agreement negotiable

Contact:
Dr Sue Craig
0410 445 205

2 per cent in the second year, then a
rate peg of 2.6 per cent for the next
five years – average residential rate
$950 in 2015/16
4. A 5 per cent rate rise in the first year,
1 per cent in the second year, then a
rate peg of 2.6 per cent for five years
– average residential rate $954 in
2015/16
Community consultation is an
important and integral part of the
application. Not only is it important that
the Council hears your views but the
independent regulatory body that can
approve these rate variations will want to
know as well.
It is important that you make your
views known, so please contact me
via email or post and make your voice
heard.
If you would like regular updates on
these, and many other Council issues,
please send an email to nic.wright@
willoughby.nsw.gov.au with the subject
“JOIN”.
See you round Artarmon!
– nic.wright@willoughby.nsw.gov.au

General Rate
Increase: In
August, Council
has moved to take
an “infrastructure
levy” to
community
consultation, with a report due back to
Council in October.
The problem with what is occurring is
that the infrastructure levy is a general
rate increase. To be a levy, the rate
must be an annual increase only and for

specified and costed works.
The proposed “levy” is to run for
seven years.
The cost savings review to be advised
as a part of the community consultation
is not a financial cost savings review. It
is an organisational structure review and
was approved by Council as such.
The next rate increase (next year)
under rate pegging is anticipated to be
2.6%.
The infrastructure levy scenario
percentage quoted below is in addition
to the 2.6% rate peg. The percentage
increase occurs in the year identified,
then the levy continues through the
remaining years.
• Scenario 1 – 0% infrastructure levy
for the 7 years
• Scenario 2 - 5% year 1, then rate peg
for remainder
• Scenario 3 – 4.5% year 1, 2% year 2,
then rate peg for remainder
• Scenario 4 – 5% year 1, 1% year 2,
then rate peg for remainder
The last point to make here is that the
Local Government Act does not allow
a rate pegging increase on a levy but
does on a general rate increase. Council
is proposing a rate peg increase for six
years of the seven year period. There
will then be an application to turn the
“levy” into an ongoing rate level.
There was a time when honesty
was ‘expected’ to be a fundamental in
public policy and administration. What
is a general rate increase should be
acknowledged as such.
TfNSW Plans for Artarmon Station:
Following a request from several
residents I requested and received a

Artarmon Medical Centre
134 HAMPDEN ROAD ARTARMON 2064

Dr Douglas Hor • Dr Evelyn Ong
Dr Sophie Scamps • Dr Linda Calabresi
Dr Anca Slimovoschi

2014 FLU VACCINE
now available
(free for over 65’s
and those with
chronic medical disorders)

Phone 9411 5858 • 9419 8448

Support our business to keep the ARTARMON VILLAGE vibrant!
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formal meeting with local State Member,
and Minister for Transport Gladys
Berejiklian.
Whilst the Department is the consent
authority for the proposed works, I did
emphasise the essential importance of
the spirit and form of conservation of
the built form for Artarmon. I also made
mention of the fact that I had moved
a Council Heritage and Conservation
Order for Artarmon Station in my first
term, and took the State Member through
the rationale and importance of that
Council motion. Finally, I made mention
of what makes up the village and what
is the mortar in the ‘bricks and mortar’
of the Artarmon community. It is the
Federation built form, the conservation,
and that the Railway Station is the
gateway to this, as it sits at the centre
of the ‘village’, its ‘high’ street and the
centre of its residential areas.
–stuart.coppock@willoughby.nsw.gov.au

Proposed
Infrastructure
Levy: On 11
August, Council
unanimously
passed a
resolution to
commence consultation with the
community concerning a proposed
Infrastructure Levy. Infrastructure
refers to things such as parks,
buildings, footpaths, roads, stormwater
systems, bushland, sportsgrounds and
playgrounds. In Willoughby these assets
have a combined replacement value
of more than $760M. Some of these
assets are in reasonable condition while
many are due for renewal. In addition,
maintenance costs are increasing.
For over two years, Council has been

Imagine

talking to the community about our
assets and infrastructure. Feedback
has been sought on community
expectations regarding the standard
of this infrastructure – including such
things as the quality and location of our
parks and playgrounds and the standard
of our local roads and footpaths. All this
information has been compiled to build
a comprehensive picture of current and
future requirements.
Council’s Asset Management Plans:
suggest that there is an average annual
renewal backlog of approximately
$5M. One way to manage this funding
shortfall is to apply for an Infrastructure Levy.
A levy is being considered along with
other sources of income and cost-saving
measures. Council is undertaking an
extensive service and cost savings
review, the outcomes of which will
form part of the communication and
consultation process. Details will
also be provided concerning what the
proposed levy would be spent on.
Subject to extensive community
consultation, including public meetings,
Council will then apply to the
Independent Pricing and Regulatory
Tribunal (IPART), for an Infrastructure
Levy to commence in 2015/2016 for a
fixed term to fund the annual gap.
By the end of October, a report
providing the outcomes of the community
consultation will be brought to Council
for a decision regarding whether we
notify IPART of an intention to apply for
the infrastructure levy. Detailed material
about what is being proposed will be
distributed very soon and I look forward
to hearing your views.
Artarmon Railway Station: For many

years the Artarmon community has
worked tirelessly for Easy Access to our
station. Finally that long overdue need is
to be met. The issue now is whether we
support what is proposed. For those in
our community that have struggled with
those stairs! – or, have not been able
to access the station due to a physical
disability – they are relieved - something
is finally happening. Others however
hold the firm view that what is proposed
is a “sell-out” – an appalling solution
that should be rejected. No doubt, what
is proposed is ugly, and on the face of it
a single lift installed at the Wilkes Plaza
end of the platform seems the obvious
solution. But in my experience, nothing
is ever as easy as it seems.
It is never easy to achieve consensus
when everyone is an expert. However,
what is clear is that we have people in
our community that need to be able to
access our station, and through no fault
of their own, they can’t.
Council’s support is qualified arguing
that what is proposed is only acceptable
as an interim solution. Council also
calls for an additional lift/footbridge
facility to be installed adjacent to
Wilkes Plaza for disabled access from
the east side of the Station. We wait now
to see Transport for NSW’s response to
community feedback.
Artarmon Village Night Market:
As I write the Night Market is only 3
weeks away! Friday 12 September will
see Wilkes Ave and Hampden Rd come
alive with stalls showcasing the Village
and other local businesses as well as
entertainment from our much loved
Artarmon Public School. I look forward
to seeing you there!
–michelle.sloane@willoughby.nsw.gov.au

no more shaving or waxing!

We have the solution –
The most advanced Vectus Laser Machine for permanent hair removal!

9413 2655 • 1st floor, 66 Hampden Road (next to the post office)

www.lasercare.com.au
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“Leg-static Leg-speriences” in Artarmon
by Alethea Morison

If I’m silly enough to be in bed after
7am on a weekday, I’m likely to
find my slumbers disturbed by the
horrendous Burra Road “traffic” –
joggers and dog-walkers stampeding
to and from Artarmon Reserve,
pedestrian commuters marching
from the station to Channel 9, mums
exchanging early morning gossip
as they power-walk past and sharp
warnings of “Car back!” “Car up!”
as the “Easy Riders” pedal their way
from the northern reaches of the
Shore south to the city. Altogether,
this throng can make more racket than
the lorikeets!
At times, like some delusional
ancient astronomer, I believe I’m
at the centre of the universe living
in Artarmon. Walking tracks and
paths wend through Artarmon and
the reserve, linking to the “Round
Willoughby Walk” route, the greater
network of Sydney Harbour Circle
walks and even to Lane Cove
National Park tracks and the Great
North Walk to Newcastle.
Cycle paths extend through
Artarmon, towards Chatswood,
Northbridge, Naremburn and Lane
Cove and beyond, towards Macquarie
University or North Sydney and to
the city.
It’s no accident that Artarmon

enjoys this “richesse” of walking
and cycling opportunities. Rather,
it’s a legacy of local Council and
community planning, advocacy,
investment and hard work over at least
30 years. Committed councillors –
including self-proclaimed “Minister
for footpaths”, our late mayor, Pat
Reilly – and dedicated local and
regional pedestrian and bicycle groups
and individuals – among them the late
Maylean and Pieter Cordia for whom
“Cordia Way” is named – collaborated
to create the current network catering
to walkers and cyclists of all ages,
abilities and proclivities.
There are plenty of local resources
to support anyone tempted to discover
or re-discover the wonders of walking
or their liking of biking.
An easy first step is to visit Council’s
cycling and walking webpages
(through http://www.willoughby.
nsw.gov.au/). These include links to
the “Walking in Willoughby” and
“Northern Sydney Cycling” maps,
which can also be found in hard copy
from Council’s service centre. An
array of recreational walking route
maps is also available.
The most recent and exciting
addition to these is the series
of “Round Willoughby Walk”
maps. Designed by Neil Hardie, a
Northbridge resident and long term
champion of local walking facilities,
the Round Willoughby Walk links
a number of the most beautiful and

interesting local walks into a circuit
of Willoughby City. The start of this
epic walk is, naturally, Artarmon
Station. Supporting maps and notes
are available for each section from
Council. For those ready to venture
further on foot, visit http://www.
walkingcoastalsydney.com.au/, which
features link walks from Artarmon to
Sydney’s best harbour-side and coastal
walking routes.
Council holds regular events,
notified in its “diary dates” webpage,
to support local cycling and walking.
The upcoming Spring Festival
includes a Spring Wildflower Walk
on 19 September in Castle Cove’s
Explosives Reserve, remarkable
not only for fabulous flowers but
breathtaking birdlife, including
nesting sea eagles (for walk bookings,
phone 9777 7755).
On 20 September, the Garingal
Orienteers (0419 663 539) offer a more
challenging experience, way-finding
from Bicentennial Reserve.
September also brings Bike Week
and two council-run events starting
at Naremburn: “Bike Belles” on 20
September – a chance for women
and girls to practise cycling skills,
learn basic maintenance, and suss
out advice on bike types, accessories,
carrying stuff, what to wear, route
planning and “bike buddying” – then
on 21 September “Commuter Cycle
Training” (bookings 9777 7723).
...continued on page 15
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Get Well Soon, Mollie!

Usually, on this page our readers
would find a gardening article and
cartoon by Mollie Shelley. Mollie has
been tirelessly providing interesting
and relevant content to the Gazette
since its infancy in the late 1990’s.
Unfortunately, some recent health
issues have prevented her from
contributing this time around.
The Artarmon Gazette team wish her
all the best and eagerly look forward
to her future articles.
In the meantime, what better
way to celebrate the long-standing
commitment of one of our community,
than to acknowledge the efforts of
others!

Congratulations to
our winners!
On 15 August, the North Sydney
Leagues club attracted over 450 guests
to witness the honouring of almost
100 individuals and groups for the
North Sydney Electorate Community
Awards. The award program is an
initiative of our local federal member,
Joe Hockey and the awards are made
each year to people and groups who
have made a significant contribution
to the community.
The awards were presented by
the Hon. Joe Hockey with the help
of Channel 7’s Melissa Doyle.
Guests of honour included the Hon.
Gladys Berijiklian MP and Mayor
Giles-Gidney.
Nick Logan, a driving force behind
the “Artarmon Village” group, was
honoured with a North Sydney

Nick Logan with wife Bianca and daughter
Grace at the Community Awards/C.Kelley

Electorate Community Service Award
for his contribution to the Artarmon
business community.
Also honoured were the Willoughby
Area Action Group organisers,
WAAG organisers, Peter Wilton,

Brendan Bond, Meshlin Khouri, Peter
Stephenson and Bob Taffel, for their
significant contribution to ensuring
the Channel 9 development would
move forward under terms that ensured
our community’s needs were met.
The WAAG team also acknowledged
the widespread support for their
endeavour, stating “[the award] serves
to recognise the involvement and
support of the whole Willoughby
community.”
The Artarmon Gazette would like to
congratulate all winners of the night
and thanks them for their services to
our community.
WAAG organisers, Bob Taffel, Francis O’Brien
and Peter Wilton, pictured with Gladys
Berejiklian, Cllrs Michelle Sloane and Stuart
Coppock, and APA President Dale McKay at
the Channel 9 Public Information Meeting in
May 2013./C.Kelley

artarmon framing
Custom framing

Mounting
Laminating
Artwork Hanging Systems
Canvas Stretching
Mirrors
Conservation Framing
Art Restoration
Advice and Help with
Presentation & Conservation
of Most Things
Andrew Fortescue
94a Reserve Road, Artarmon
Ph: 9439 9992

9.00–4.30 Mon–Fri • 10.00–2.00 Sat
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COMMUNITY page COMMUNITY page
This page is available to non-profit community organisations who wish to alert residents to the services and activities they provide.
Please send material (200 words plus small graphic) to editor@artarmonprogress.com.au by the deadline for the next edition shown on P2.

Is your child Ready for
School?
10.30am – 11.30am,
Friday 19 September
Chatswood Library on The Concourse
409 Victoria Ave, Chatswood
Presented by Speech Pathologist,
Lauren Elyan (MSPAA, CPSP), this
free talk will cover topics including:
essential skills for school; how parents
and carers can help their child prepare
for school; and how to tell if children
are ready for school.
Lauren Elyan specialises in working
with children and trains early childhood
teachers on children’s communication.
Lauren also has formal training
using PROMPT, DIR Floortime, the
Lidcombe program for stuttering,
Picture Exchange Communication
(PECS) and is Hanen Certified.
“Children were once considered ready
for school when they reached a certain
age, but nowadays we acknowledge
the need for them to be socially and
emotionally prepared, with necessary
language and cognitive skills,” said
Willoughby Mayor, Gail Giles-Gidney.

“Come along to this free workshop and
learn more about the methods and tools
that can help children become ‘school
ready’,” she said.
Bookings are essential, please
phone 9777 7900 or email library@
willoughby.nsw.gov.au
Art Exhibition:
HOME GROWN The Printmakers
Wednesday 27 August to Sunday 14
September
11am – 5pm, Wednesday to Friday
11am – 4pm, Saturday and Sunday
The Concourse Art Space
409 Victoria Ave, Chatswood
Official Opening: 6pm - 8pm,
Wednesday 27 August
To be opened by Willoughby Mayor,
Cr Gail Giles-Gidney and introduction
by Akky Van Ogtrop, Art Historian,
Curator and President of the Print
Council of Australia.
HOME GROWN: The Printmakers
marks the first in an exciting series of
exhibitions that will provide a platform
for home grown resident artists of

Willoughby City, or those who have
developed their practice within the
Willoughby area, to exhibit their
artwork.
The following public programs will be
held as part of the exhibition:
Poets amongst Prints
6pm - 8pm, Thursday 4 September
FREE event
Numbers limited. Bookings essential
on 9777 7814 or Kathie.najar@
willoughby.nsw.gov.au
Print Demonstration and Workshop
with Artist, Itzick Fisher
1pm - 3pm, Sunday 7 September
$10 per person
Numbers limited. Bookings essential
on 9777 7814 or Kathie.najar@
willoughby.nsw.gov.au
Kids’ Print Table
Duration of the exhibition
FREE event
Let your children get hands-on
and explore the printmaking basics
while creating their very own print to
take home.
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Local Parking Issues Update
by Barry Thompson
Many thanks to those who contacted
me following my article about on-street
parking in the last Gazette. Your
responses illustrated once again the
diversity of views on this topic and
the intensity of emotion it generates. It
seems my thesis about streets close to
the station being used as an extension
to the long term car park at Mascot
airport is not supported.
A number of readers followed my
suggestion and sent in comments on
Council’s Draft Parking Strategy for
Willoughby. Results of that survey are
still being assessed but I am told that
many of the submissions concerning
Artarmon favour extension to the area
proposed for timed parking restrictions.
Such restrictions will tend to deter
commuter parking around the station
and bus stops. They will also impact
on some of those who leave vehicles,
trailers, boats and caravans on the
streets for extended periods.
The outcome of resident consultation
about the Northbridge Plaza car park
improvements has been published.

All three options were rejected –
presumably because the first two were
considered inadequate, while the third
was a residential overdevelopment that
threatened the nature of the village
atmosphere of Northbridge. Perhaps
there is some middle ground where
the Plaza owners, who will be major
beneficiaries of the improvements,
make a financial contribution which
allows the extent of the residential
development to be scaled back.
I am on record for stating my view
that ratepayer funds should not be
expended for a purpose that primarily
provides a commercial benefit. It
seems however that Council might be
forced to act to address safety issues.
If so, that expenditure might also be
applied creatively as part of a more
comprehensive solution.
With the community continuing
to be divided, it may be time for the
Northbridge Progress Association to
spend some of its resources to find a
generally-acceptable solution.

Leg-static Leg-speriences
continued from page 12

Coming up on 15 October is national
Ride2Work Day.
As in years past, Council will host
a free bike breakfast in Naremburn
where the shared pathway along the
freeway meets the path passing under
Willoughby Road to Bicentennial
Reserve.
If that’s not enough incentive, there
are plenty more groups and resources
to help people back on their bikes:
• Need more rides, advice and
information? Join BikeNorth or
visit their website at http://www.
bikenorth.org.au/.
• Seeking insurance and still more
information? Go to Bicycle NSW
at www.bicyclensw.org.au.
• Keen to chat and interact with local
cyclists on-line? Join Sydney Cyclist
at http://www.sydneycyclist.com/.
• Or want a safe ride in good
company to the city each morning?
Contact the “Easy Riders” at
http://www.sydney-easy-riders.com.
au/.

High tech pharmacy
is available in Artarmon
Ask us about downloading our free app,
MedAdvisor, onto your smartphone or tablet
allowing you to leave your scripts in store
and order them with the press of a button.
Other benefits
of MedAdvisor
include:
• See-My-Doctor
Reminders
• Fill-My-Script
Reminders
• Tap-To-Refill
Ordering
• Take-My-Meds
Alerts
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